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Abstract 
We denve the fourth-order &fference quation satmfied by the first associated of classical orthogonal polynomials of a 
&screte vanable We gwe it exphcltly for first associated of Hahn polynomials from which can be denved by a hmltmg 
process the equation satJsfied by first associated of all classical famihes (contmuous and &screte) (~) 1998 Elsevier 
Science B V All nghts reserved 
AMS classiflcatton 33C25; 39A10 
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1. Classical discrete orthogonal polynomials 
The fourth-order difference quation satisfied by associated Meixner and Charlier orthogonal poly- 
nomials are already given in [3] using symmetry properties inside the three-term recurrence re- 
lation, and hypergeometrical representation. Here we derive, in the same spirit as in [6] (or as 
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in [10] where the associated of any order of classical continuous were considered), the fourth- 
order difference quation satisfied by the first associated polynomial but for all classical discrete. 
We write explicitly the Hahn case from which by a limit process [7] we can recover both, the 
fourth-order difference quation for first associated of all classical discrete, and the fourth-order 
differential equation for first associated of all classical continuous [6], as it was done in some cases 
in [3]. 
The orthogonality weight p(x) for classical discrete orthogonal polynomials (Hahn, Kravchuk, 
Meixner, Charlier) is defined by a Pearson-type difference equation [5] 
A[o'(x)p(x)] = z(x)p(x), (A f (x )  = f (x  + 1) - f (x ) ) ,  (1) 
where o'(x) is a polynomial of degree less than or equal to two and z(x) is a polynomial of degree 
one. If we define 
~2. . -o ' (x )A~7+z(x)A  + 2(n)Jd, (V ' f (x )=f (x ) - f (x -  1)), (2) 
the orthogonal polynomials P.(x) with respect to p(x) now satisfies the second-order difference 
equation 
~2,.[y(x)] ~- o'(x)A V'y(x) + z(x)Ay(x)  + 2(n)y(x) = 0 (3) 
with 2(n)= -n ( r '  + (n - 1)o"/2) and, of course, a three-term recurrence relation 
P.+l(x) = (x  - - 
P0(x)=l. 
n>~l, 
(4) 
The so-called f irst associated polynomial of Pn+~(x) is a polynomial of degree n, usually denoted 
by P~l)(x) which is defined by the shifted recurrence 
(1 )  , ~( I )  .- . P~+,(x)=(x fl.+,)P(~')(x)- - ~.+jrn_,~x). 
PCo')(x)(x ) = 1. P ( ' ) (x )=x - fl,. 
n>~l 
(5) 
Then Pt.I)(x) verifies the difference relation [2], with K = a" -2r ' ,  
~2,*n+l [Pn t(I)(x)] ~ {o'(x + 1)d -- [o.(x -- 1) + z(x - 1)]~ + )~(n + 1) 
K 
+Aa(x)  - ~7[a(x) + z(x)]}[P(.l)(x)] = ~-[A + ~7][P.+,(x)]. 
(6) 
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2. Fourth-order difference equation for the first-associated polynomials of classical discrete 
orthogonal polynomials 
Let T be the well-known shift operator: T[f(x)]  = f (x  + 1). With the notation fo(x):= f (x )  and 
f ,(x) = f (x  + i ) -  f ,  i E 7, Eq. (3), replacing n by n + 1 becomes 
ao ~ 0"0 ÷ TO, 
aoy l+boYo+Coy- j=O bo=2(n+l ) -2ao- ro ,  (7) 
C O = 0" 0 
¢¢ 
with yo =P,,+l(x). Also we can rewrite 2,2,n+ 1 defined in (6) as 
Ao :=A(x) = ao + a~ + a~'/2, 
Q*,+, [r(x)] =Aorl + Boro + Cor_, ~ Bo :=B(x)=2(n + 1) - 2o'0 - Zo, 
( Co := C(x) = ao - a'o - r'o + Zo + a'o'/2, 
and also Eq. (6), with r(x)--Pt, l~(x)=ro, 
K 
Aorl + Boro + Cor_l = ~-[yj - y-t]. (8) 
The action of the shift operator on this last equation gwes 
K 
Airz + Bjrl + Clro = ~-[Y2 -- Yo], (9) 
and from this expression we introduce the operator Jg:=A~T2+ B~T-4-C~J. Eliminating Y2 of 
Eq. (9) by using the shift of Eq. (7) one gets 
K 
al Jg[ro] = - -~[blyl + (cl ÷ al )Yo]- (10) 
Applying the shift to this equation and eliminating Y2 m the same way we have 
K 
a~a2 T ¢/[ro] = - ~[(  al ( c2 + a2) -- bjb2 ) yl - b2cl yo]. (11) 
Using the same procedure with this last expression we finally obtain 
K {[blbzb3 -- bla2(c3 ÷ a3) -- alb3cz]yl ala2a3 T2)~/[ro] = -2  
--Cl [a2(c3 ÷ a3) -- b2b3]Yo}. ( l  2)  
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Then Eqs. (10)-(12) allow us to give the searched fourth-order difference quation for the first 
associated polynomials r (x ) -P~l ) (x )  of all classical discrete in the following determinantal 
form: 
~/[ro] bl Cl + al 
a2TO~g[ro] at(c2 + a2) - b ib2  -b2c l  
a2a3T2J~[ro] blbzb3 - bla2(c3 + a3) - alb3c2 Cl [b2b3 - a2(c3 ÷ a3)] 
=0. 
In this way this fourth-order difference operator valid for all classical discrete can be factorized into 
two second-order difference operators 
(A1 T 2 + Bl T + CI J ) (A1 y2 + B1 T + Ct.~C)[P~l)(x)] = 0 (13) 
in which the coefficients are easily written in terms of the polynomials a(x) and z(x) and the 
eigenvalues 2(n) which completely characterize the classical discrete families. It should be mentioned 
here that results obtained from (13) for the Meixner and Charlier polynomials coincide with the ones 
given in [3]. 
3. Examples: First associated Hahn polynomials 
As pointed out in the Introduction, the most important example to be considered is Hahn polyno- 
mials (h~'~)(x,N), ~, fl > - 1,N E Z+). Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, this result for Hahn 
polynomials is new. Explicit expressions of the polynomials o-(x) and z(x) in the Hahn case are 
a(x)=x(N + ~ - x) and z(x)=(f l  + 1)(N - 1) - (~ +/ /+ 2)x (see [5]), so for the coefficients 
appearing in (13) the following expressions are obtained: 
Al(x)  = ( -2  + ~ +N -x ) (2  +x) ,  
Bt(x)  = 7 + n(3 + ~ + n) - 3N + 6x - (~ + 2N)x + 2X 2 + //(3 + n -- N + x), 
G(x)  = ( - l+N-x) ( l+f l+x) ,  
,4~(x) : ( -4  ÷ N - x)(4 + fl ÷ x)(20 + 3n + n 2 - 8N - 4( -4  + N)x  
+4x 2 +//(6 + n - 2N + 2x) + ~(n - 2(1 +x)) ) ,  
/~l(x) = 360 + 141n + 56n 2 + 6n 3 + n 4 -- 260N - 45nN - 15nZN 
+44N 2 - 2(52 + 3n(3 + n) - 20N)(-5 + N)x  + 2(3n(3 + n) (14) 
+ 4(38 + ( -  15 + N)N) )x  2 - 16(-5 + N)x  3 + 8x 4 
+ ~2(-2 + n - x)(n - 2( 1 + x)) +/ /2(3  ÷ n - N + x) 
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x(n + 2(4 -  N +x) )  + ~¢(2n 3 + n2(2 - 3x ) -  2(1 +x)  
×(38 - 12N + 23x - 4Nx + 4x 2) + n(35 - 15N + 21x - 6Nx + 6x 2) 
+/3(2n 2+ n(7 - 3N) + 4( -4  + N - x)(1 + x))) 
+fl(2n 3 + n2(17 - 3N + 3x) + n(80 + 39x + 6x 2 - 6N(4 +x) )  
+ 2( -4  + N - x)( -23 + N(9 + 4x) - x(17 + 4x))), 
Cl(x) ---- (1 +x)(1 - ~ - N + x)(-(n(3 + n)) + ~(4 - n + 2x) 
-f l(8 + n - 2N + 2x) - 4(10 - 3N + 6x - Nx + x2)). 
The first associated equation in case of Kravchuk polynomials k~)(x ,N)  can be gwen explicitly 
either from the determinant with the Kravchuk data a(x)=x,  z (x )=(Na-  x)/(1 -a )  [5] or by a 
term-by-term limit process m Eq. (14) by using the relation [7]: 
h"l-a)b'~b)t-" NX-- k(~)tx" N 1). lim '-n ,.~, i - -  n ~ , - 
b~'x :  
Although the main aim of this letter is to explicitly give a fourth-order difference quation for 
the first associated of all classical discrete orthogonal polynomials, let us point out the important 
role played by these equations when dealing with connection problems between first associated of 
classical discrete and any family of polynomials. 
From the difference quation for first associated of Kravchuk polynomials or from relation (6) we 
can apply the Nav ima algorithm [1, 8, 9] in order to obtain a recurrence relation for the connection 
coefficients Cm(n;a) in 
(a) (I [k~ ] )(x,N)=- Cm(n;a)k~ma)(x,N). 
m=O 
In this way we find a four-term recurrence relation for these connection coefficients [8, 4], which 
reduces when a =~ to 
~)=0,  4(m + n) Cm-2(n; ½) -- (m -- 1 )m(m + n -- 2N)Cm(n; J 
valid for 2 <~m<~n with the initial conditions Cn(n; I - ~)-1  and Cn_l(n;2)--0. The solution is 
Cm(r l .  ~ I ) - -  
l - [ - ( - -1 )  n -m 
2n-m+l 
(m + 1)(n-m)/2(n -- N)  [Cn-m)/2], 
valid for 0 ~< m ~< n <N where (A)n denotes the Pochhammer symbol and x H = ( -  1 )V(_x)~ with y 
positive integer. 
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